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Gorham P.D. Seeks Campus Control 
POSSIBILITY GREAT THAT POLICE MAY 
GET TOWN SUPPORT IN ATTEMPT 
Students Unhappy With Threat 
After talking with informed town and cam-
pus persons, the OBSERVER has learned that 
the Town of Gorham's Police Department is ma-
king an effort to establish itself as the .Campus 
Security force of this UMaine campus. Accord-
ing to .one of the informants, several of the town 
officers feel that the school is "too permissive" 
abd that a "little law and order" is needed up 
on campus. This may be interpreted as meaning 
the police do not like drinking on campus, the 
social atmosphere of the university (paritals and 
such), and the generally free-er atmoshere a col-
lege affords its students. The same people who 
talked with us about this potential problem are 
afraid that the police may indeed get a foothold. 
Several incidents this year alone have found the town 
police on campus when they were not called andhaving 
them call on the campus cops to "check out" cars, per-
sons, and occurences. One certain check happened when 
a town officer called the security and asked what a man 
was doing in a car outside Bailey Hall early one Satur-
day morning last month. The Gorham policeman had 
been watching him for about hlf an hour and was suspi-
cious. After contacting the Campus Security they we~t 
to the car where the Campus policeman asked him what 
he was doing. The man replied that he was waiting to 
take a grad exam. The Security officer was satisfied but 
not so the town police. He asked the man for his license 
and registration and hassled him for a while about him 
being there . No body asked the Townie what he was 
doing univited on our campus. 
Greek Weekend· Is 
Rowdy Success 
1971 's Greek Weekend "came in like a lamb and went 
out like a lion" beginning with a smoker Wednesday night 
and ending with an all-Greek Keg Party Saturday night. 
The smoker was open to all students. Officers from 
Alpha Xi Delta, Phi Mu Delta , IKE, Kappa Delta Epsi-
lon, Phi Mu, Omega Zeta Chi, and Tau Epsilon Phi spoke 
on the various aspects of Greek life. Phi Mu Delta Presi-
dent George-Williams invited everyone to the house for 
a get together after the smoker. 
On Thursday the Fraternities ran a torch from Port-
land to Gorham and continued with an on-campus parade 
culminating in the lounge with Skit Night. IKE had a 
variety of comedy skits, song and dances providing inter-
mission, and provided a star in Bob "Elvis" Caswell. Phi 
Mu Delta based its theme on Space Objects with Kirk 
Rau as a soccer player, Faye Morrill as a basketball star , 
and Mike McGraw as a motorcyclist. Alpha Xi Delta 
staged a song routine entitled The Way You Can Tell 
a Fraternity Man with Bethany Baxter as the Frater of 
the '40's and Chickie Cusick as today's typical Greek. 
Delta Chi had a Catsup fight and Boxing matches while 
KDE featured a song skit with Donna Ramsdell on the 
guitar. Phi Mu used the yearbook and Greek life as their 
theme. Judges Kathy Hojnacki and Jerry Sullivan voted 
Omega Zeta Chi's as the best skitas their musical was a 
take-off on the Munchkins form over the Rainbow. 
During intermissin from fraternity to fraternity Down• 
Easterner Dana Dow related many comical experiences 
establishing himself as a big hit. 
That same night Alpha Xi Delta's Linda Trask and 
TKE's Greg "Dog" Parr were crowned Queen and King 
(Goddess and God, really) of the festivities. Last years 
When the Security Force at Gorham approached the 
upper level administrators about the problem they were 
having with the town force, they were told not to bother 
about it. In essence, they were told not to make waves. 
Late last spring was the first time the townsmen came on 
campus after the campus was struck by a wave of ripoffs 
in regards to parked cars. At that time the police were 
regularly patroling the campus on foot trying to be in-
conspicuous by hiding in the woods ( !) behind Anderson 
and sitting up on the balcony of the Lounge overlooking 
the lower parking lots. But at no time were the main 
security forces of this campus notified that the town 
Greg 'Dog' Parr is backed up by Linda Trask as 
the couple combined to be crowned God and 
Goddess of the Greek Weekend held last Wednes-
day through Saturday ... 
Goddess, Doris DuFour, coronated Linda. Kathy Mona-
han, making like a Mistress of Ceremonies, then presented 
Miss Gorham Campus Carolyn Van Horn who sang "Stew-
balls" (according to correspondent Jan Garfi). The lounge 
was packed with stewed patrons and spectators who all 
syemed to enjoy the night very much. 
Who's Who A Frisbee contest Friday night in front of Upton-Has-tings won won walking away by Bob 'Helmet' Holden 
a11d Donna LaPointe. That night an all-campus dance · police were going to make regular on and off duty tours 
of the campus. And at no time were the students told 
of their being on campus. 
For the most part they are plainsclothes officers who 
are 'taking in the sights' of Gorham at about midnight 
behind Upton-Hastings in the Art Building or are wander-
ing in Bailey at all hours of the day "just looking". But 
nobody seems to want to identify himself when confron-
ted. 
Morale on the Campus Security has been dropping 
greatly as the administrators over them and in the upper 
levels have not been responsive to their problems. Ac• 
cording to one of their number, "We're beginning to look 
elsewhere for work." This would be a sad turnabout for 
the Gorham campus as the quality of its Security Force 
leaves little fo be desired . 
fa talking with various students on campus, the gener-
al reaction was very negative to having Town cops ~n cam-
pus. Basically, it was one of "Even if this is in Gorham, the 
town is completely different from the campus. The town 
cops don't understand the college student like security 
does. They are prepared for a wholly different'environ-
ment." 
A more radical view summed it up squarely: "If they 
come on my campus they'll get a brick through their 
~oddamn car window .. . " · 
Named At 
UMPG For 
was given with the turnout being slight. Joshua put out 
a fantastic performance for those who did go. · 
Games on the old soccer field highlighted the Satur-
day afternoon activities. Teams were comprised of Al-
pha Xi sisters and IKE pledges, Phi Mu Delta pledges and 
Omega Zeta Chi, Phi Mu Delta and Phi Mu, and IKE and 
KDE paired in a tug-o-war match offs, egg throwing, and 
71 7 2 back t_o back relays. The banana eating conest capped the - day with Bob Carswell and Esther Davis eating the most 
Twenty-eight students at UMPG have been nominated bananas. Only 2½ behind were Andi Fernald and Jim 
by UMPG'to be listed in the 1971-72 Edition of Who's Brews.ter. IKE and KDE took top prize in the events. 
Who in American Colleges and Universities. Basis for Saturday completed the weekend with an enormous 
nomination to the annual directory includes academic bash at the Scarboro American Legi5>n Hall for all Greeks 
achievement, service to the community, leadership in ex- and their dates. Music , provided by Blueberry Dream, 
tracurricular activities, and future potential. was called very good by those who could remember as 
Students named this year are Scott Alloway, Darryl both Dog and Bob Caswell_ did their routine again on stage . 
Arsenault, Edward Atkinson, Eddie Beard, Joseph Bove, At worst, "It was a rowdy orgy." 
Jr., Bonnie Chapman, Christine Couch, Donna Chrichton, 
Elizabeth Crowley, Dana Dow, Richard Dyer , Andrea 
Fernald·, Mary Flyn, James Graffam, Gail Grant, Margar-
et Howard, Edward Irish, John Kellam, Larry Leone, Nan-
cy Montpas, Gerald McCann, Martin Murphy, William Mur-
phy, Timothy Schildreth, Micheal Schwartz, Kathy Sen-
secqua, Richard Small, and Beth Wilson. · 
Stand back to back with a friend . .. 
CONGRATULATIONS! Together you 
have just surrounded the whole world. 
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Abortion Info Necessary 
It has been this newspapers policy to advertise several 
abortion referral agencies. A lot of these places are not 
necessarily rip-offs, but, the so-called "free informa-
tion" usually involves hidden charges. Therefore as a 
public service we would like to publish the following 
information: 
Call ---, Family Planning Information Service 
New York City tel: (212) 667-3040 
This is a non-profit referral service of Planned Parent-
hood - World Population, and it involves legitimate, 
safe, clinics. The rates are $150 - 200 - under 12 weeks 
$350 - 600 - over 12 weeks 
One oarticular local co-ed was recently a _P.atient at 
Dr. Squire's Clinic - one of the Phnned Parenthood 
recommended clinics in New York City. After preg-
nancy was ascertained at a local doctor , she called 
on a Thursday-for an appointment for the following 
Saturday. Leaving Gorham at 3 a.m. Saturday , she ar: 
rived by car in New York City at 8 a.m. After a short 
wait she entered the clinic and was greeted warmly. A 
urine sample was taken and she preceded to wait in the 
Crabs, Lice, Clap. 
lnva-de Gorham 
A recent rash of infectious diseases has broken out 
on the Gorham campus. Crabs, lice, hepatitis, and go-
.norrhea are the unpleasant newcomers to the campus. 
In a recent letter to students, Ko Kimmel,Assistant 
Dean of Housing stated that a weekly room inspection 
was going to be the followup to campus fumigation. 
Every residence facility on the Gorham Campus was 
spraye~ witli a disinfectant on the floor; The room 
inspections are merely to check up on the cleanliness 
of room conditions. Dirty laundry piles , leftover food · 
out i~ the open, pets who have not been treated for 
fleas or lice, are just a few of the causes. Crabs are a 
form of lice which breeds only in pubic hair, lice are 
primarily found on the scalp . The medicine being ad-
ministered by the infirmary for the various forms of 
lice will only kill the living lice on the body; their eggs 
will not be affected. Consequently, when a student 
feels he or she has been cured of the lice they will only 
reappear in ten days or so. There is expected to be ano-
ther fumigation in about thirty days. 
CURE FOR THOSE TROUBLESOME CRABS: 
Rub a pint of 100 proof whiskey in your hair, 
then throw on a handful of sand. The crabs will get 
drunk, have a rock fight and kill each other. 
RSG Examiners 
N·ew Role 
Resident Student Government, which meets every 
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in the Gorham Lounge,has 
been busy redefining their role in our new administra-
tive system. Technically, R.S.G. is indirectly a subcom-
mittee below the Food and Housing Services Commit-
tee. R.S.G. met with Mrs. Ko Kemme), Assistant Dean 
of Housing, last Wednesday evening. She explained to 
the R.SF y;:mbers that their function and the S.A.C. 
on How · -~ Food Services was basically the same , 
but tha. ~ ~.,ntral body for all house committees was 
needed. The R.S.G. members voted to work in cooper-
ation with the S.A.C. group, rather than try to accom-
plish the same goals under different pretenses. Also , 
discussed at the meeting was the matter of attendance. 
It was passed in a motion that all absences must have 
a valij excuse and the absent member must send a per-
son in his place who does not retain a voting power. 
After one unexcused absence a letter of warning will 
be sent, after two - notification to house committee 
of R.S.G. members neglect and after three - dismissal. 
. The meeting was adjourned until next week. 
The Housing and Food Services Committee requests 
student, both on campus and off campus, to submit 
complaints about food services or housing. Complaints 
may be submitted to the Student Affairs office in Port• 
land or the Housing Office at Gorham. All complaints 
will be investigated. 
patient room. Amidst forty other patients' blood tests, 
pregnancy tests, and medical histories were compiled. 
Women there ranged from sixteen to fifty - married 
and single. Approximately an hour later she was called 
and entered the doctor's office. She was .met by a gyno-
cologist , an anasthestist, and a nurse, who were all 
friendly. She went into the operating room and the 
abortion was performed. The patient woke up about 
ninety minutes later and was given some instruction and 
medication. She was able to walk out of the clinic feel-
ing no discomfort -or drowsiness. The entire operation 
cost $154.00. 
Abortion is not a pleasant subject, but in order to 
aid those who believe in it, legitimate information is 
essential. There has been some speculation as to the 
prospect of a birth con,trol and other related subjects . 
information table at the Gorham Student Union. We 




Mr. Russell Johnson, recently returned from a visit 
to China, will speak Friday, Nov. 12, at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Portland campus gymnasium. His tonic:"Personal 
Report on China and a Visit with Prince Sihanouk." 
He will illustrate his talk with colored slides taken dur-
ing the trip. 
Mr. Johnson is a regional leader of the American 
Friends Service Committee. He has a considerable 
background in Asian affairs, having visited Vietnam 
eleven times since 1961 and North Vietnam in 1967. 
In the summer of 1970, he spent two months in South-
east Asia, with visits to Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and 
South Vietnam. · 
, While in China, Russell Johnson travelled widely, 
visiting the cities of Canton, Peking, Chengchow, Sian, 
Nanking, Shanghai, and the "cradle" of the Chinese 
Revolution, Yenan, He also spent time in rural areas, 
visiting four communes where he talked with peasants 
who contrasted from personal experience the misery 
before liberation and the relatively good life now. 
Johnson visited factories and talked with workers and 
their families in their homes, learning about the budgets 
of Chinese families today, among other things. He paid 
special attention to education of China after the Cultural 
Revolution, visiting nurseries, kindergartens, primary 
and,· middle schools as well as universities, talking with 
students, teachers and other staff. 
Several larger hospitals as well as rural clinics were 
visited and Johnson witnessed three operations being 
nP.rformecl with acuouncture anaesthesia-. He also 
learned of the work of "barefoot doctors" in the coun-
tryside and "red medical workers" in the factories. He 
visited the ancient Great Wall of China and the modern 
Red Flag Canal, constructions in many ways simUar al-
though the latter was done through voluntary labor and 
directly serves the needs of the thousands who labored 
on it. Many places of cultural and historic interest 
were visited, such as a 5,000 year old neolithic village, 
an excavated tomb of the tenth Ming Emperor, and 
The Gorham Chorale will perform at the November 
16th concert of the Portland Symphony Orchestra. 
The Chorale will perform the Mass (1948) by Igor Stra-
vinsky. The Mass was written for soloists, chorus and 
ten wind instruments. The performance will be under 
- the direction of Mr. Paul Vermel, conductor of the 
Portland Symphony Orchestra. The performance will 
be repeated on Sunday November 21 at Cape Elizabeth 
for the dedication of the new high school. 
The Chorale numbers 130 students from all depart-· 
ments. It promises to be the best sounding gr.oup in 
recent years. Last year, the Chorale received the dis- · 
tinction of being invited to perform in Atlantic City 
for the regional convention of the Music Educators Na-
tional Conference. 
Tickets for the Portland Symphony Concert may be 
purchased by calling the Portland Symphony Office 
(773-8191) -
Date Problems 
D~ting has ebbed to an all time low here at the 
Gorham Campu~. Since I haven't had a date in a long 
time, I feel it is time for me to speak a few enlighten-
, ing words on this topic . 
After all of my convention·al attempts to get a date 
which range from dropping my pencil on the floor 
numerous times to yawning during dull lectures which 
could be construed as normal student behavior had 
failed I decided to take drastic measures. I never 
thought that it was so hard to get a date with the nor-
mal run of the mill dormitory lush. Some of my 
friends down the hall knew a girl who just happened 
to be sitting around this weekend, DRAGON WO\fAN, 
Oh well, why not!!! 
·This was to be my first blind date and the o·nly 
information I had other than her name was that she 
was a sophomore with a car and that she was majoring 
in anatomy, sex education and braille . I was told to meet 
her somewhere in the basement of Andrews Hall halfway 
between the janitor 's closet and a manhole cover . As · 
I entered the basement I was ovei-takertby an extremely 
stenchy odor. I was petrified when I heard heavy breathing 
add a chain dragging and rattling much as I had heard on 
SUSPENSE THEATER the Saturday night before. I 
· feared the worst, the SLIME MONSTER, all covered 
with recycled garbage and roaches· 'of a strange nature. 
As I neared the Janitor's closet I saw flames or so I 
thought as the lights flashed on. There she stood 
with her right foot stuck in a waste basket. She 
really wasn't as bad as I h_ad expected. Aside from the 
fact that her hair looked as if it hadn't been washed in 
several weeks she was pretty. 
After getting over the preliminavy introductions 
about a half hour later I suggested that we leave the 
basement and take a walk to the student center. We 
spent.a fun-filled hour and a half watching the OBSERVER 
STAFF engague in social intercourse around the pool 
t~ble. It was then that 'DRAG' suggested that we go 
for a ride in her car. Much to my dismay it was too 
dark for me to see what type of car I was about to 
enter. As I. opened the door and slowly eased myself 
the Temple of Heaven. , 
Mr. Johnson and his wife Eleanor Clark entered China 
from Hongkong on August 18. The Johnsons left Pek-
ing oriSeptember 18, travelling overland by rail to Mos-
cow on the Trans-Siberian express,. a week's trip of 6,000 
miles. So far as is known, no other Americans have made 
into the passenger seat, my feet felt as if I had stepped 
into a pan of three day old oatmeal. That didn't bother 
me half as much as the fact that when I grabbed the 
doorhandle to close the door my hand slid off. 
If this was to be any indication of DRAG'S character 
I do believe that I would be in for a real TREAT that 
evening. As we blew down Main Street at about 85 
miles per hour I concluded that she was trying to scare 
me. I almost had a heart attack when we wizzed into 
downtown Portland ten minutes later. The only thing 
this journey in recent years 
English Majors 
If you are an English Major and care about 
your English program, read this: 
At 3:00 p .m. Wednesday in the student conference 
room across from the Observer office, the English Majors 
Association will conduct a class reviewing session. 
Courses and instructors will be evaluated and sugges-
tions from interested students considered. 
If you ha~e ·complaints or suggestions relative to Eng-
lish classes, come and air your views·; otherwise, actions 
may be taken that will have direct bearing on next se-
mester's classes that would be undesirable for certain 
English Majors. 
The meeting is open to students only. 
I could remember about the trip was that the car sounded 
as if the right front wheel was about to fall off. 
I got a little excited when she pulled into a Sunoco 
sta.tion and suggested that WE fill up the tank with 260. 
When we returned to her dormitory she then informed 
me that her dorm had just voted through 24 hour parietals 
and that it was time for me to see her stuffed rabbitt. 
Thanks but no thanks , I said, as I thought about the 
CHAMBER OF HORRORS her room was or would 
become. I plodded to my dorm room feet sticking 
to the asphalt I concluded that this was the messiest 




The Allman Brothers Band At The Fillmore East-The 
Allman Brothers Band-Capricom-SD2-802 
by Arnold Werner, M.D. Copyright, 1971 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East 
Lansing, Mi. 48823 
QUESTION: I am taking birth control pills and wonder 
if douching is necessary if I am not having intercourse? 
This is terribly important as I will be living at home 
this summer and my parents do not know that I am on 
the pill. 
ANSWER: Douching ( washing) the vagina is accomplished 
using a small nozsle and a container of an appropriate 
solution. Most women do not have to douche as the va-
gina usually keeps itself clean. Vigorous douching with 
some substances can cause irritations. 
Aside from treating specific.vaginal infections douch-
ing may be of help for some women on birth control 
pills who develop a vaginal discharge. The pill can cause 
a change in the bacterial content of the vagina resulting 
in an infection. Women on antibiotics for acne, as well 
as for other reasons, wometimes find it necessary to 
douche because once again, the normal ecology of the 
vagina is altered and certain fungi begin to grow in ex-
cess. Intercourse is not a reason to douche, and it has 
no contraceptive value. 
With a small amount of practice douching takes about 
four minutes. Assuming that you do this in the privacy 
of your own bathroom, you can hide the highly port-
able douching appratur along with your supply of pills 
and no one need fmd out. A convenient solution for 
douching is two tablespoons of house hold vinegar (not 
wine vinegar) in a quart of warm water. A colleague tells 
me that sitting in a bathtub filled with a few inches of 
water and ½ cup of vinegar does a very good job of 
cleaning the area around the vaginal opening and helps 
to reduce minor irritations and odors. 
QUESTION: I am curious about the possible problems 
connected with the administration of Sabin oral polio 
vaccine to adults. I have not liad any polio boosters 
since 1956 or 1957 when.I had one shot of the Salk 
vaccine. 
ANSWER: There are no problems associated with the 
administration of oral polio vaccine. In fact, it is gen-
erally recommended that adults who have not had the 
Sabin vaccine receive it. The Sabin vaccine is based on 
the use of a live virus and confers fairly long lasting im-
munity. Infact, a spreading effect occurs as immuniza-
tion can take place through contact with people who are 
infected with the Sabin virus. The Salk vaccine is based 
on a killed vims and is not as effective or long lasting, 
though obviously it has had considerable value. Currently, 
there is increased concern over the large number of.peo- ' 
pie in the population who do not have antibodies to the 
polio virus and the possibility of an outbreak of polio 
has been Nrised. 
Your campus health center probably has Sa1Jin oral 
vaccine. Otherwise, try the county health department. 
They often give routine vaccinations free of charge. 
QUESTION: Is there any medical proof that going bra-
less causes sagging of the breasts? 
I wanted to review this album even before I heard 
of the death of Duane Allman. Now it's a little more 
difficult. 
Duane died in a motorcycle accident last week. He 
was perhaps one of the best five lead guitarists in the 
world; in company like that there is no such thing as 
Number One. He has· proved in the short space of 
four record albums that he is a gifted and inspired 
musician. He more than anyone else defined his own 
style and no one can churn such smoke as he did 
with a guitar. 
The Allmans used to be the Allman Brothers Blues 
Band. Dropping Blues From their name seems to have 
little to do with their music. It's still blues. 'Statesboro 
Blues 'and 'Done Somebody Wrong'move ya right into 
the first side with speed and then T-Bone Walker's 
"Stormy Monday" ease things down ... sort of. 
I wish that "You Don't Love Me" had been 
replaced wiyh an Allman original-specifically I was 
disappointed that "Midnight Rider " from theinec-
ond album, Idlewild South, was not included. Thom 
Doucette is heard playing harp, but that alone does not 
not warrant inclusion of this cut. I enjoy hearing 
Dickie Betts and Duane exchanging leads but they're 
so much better playing off each other. 
"Hot 'Lanta" is a short instumental jam-type of 
thing. Familiar Allman riffs laid down well. "In Mem-
ory of Elizabeth Reed" is a Dickie Betts written 
tune, and its always good to hear; it has a feel to it. 
A texture which rhythmically winds itself around 
your head. Dickie and Duane play together on this 
cut and it's fine. 
"Whipping Post" occupies all of side four and it 
generates even more energy_on this album than it did 
on their first, and that's a considerable lot. Greg All-
man wrote it and sings it, and Duane coasts and slides 
over and through it. This cut alone is worth the 
At The Movies. • • 
'' Artists by Artists'' 
Praised for Freedom 
ANSWER: The breast is mainly fatty tissue and sits on 
the chest in such a way that there is very little firm sup• 
port. Smaller breasts are light enough to tolerate being 
bra-less-without any long-term distortion. The heavier 
breast is just not engineered to sustain the forces of bounc-
ing and shaking that occurs when a woman goes bra-less. 
David Lewis 
"Artists by Artists" is a collection of drawings and 
prints showing the dramatic difference between mere 
portraiture and legitimate art. Such established mas-
ters of the recent past as a Renoir, Picasso, Degas, Tou-
louse-Lautrec, and Bellows use their distinctive line to 
create a duo-p01trait, trying to express the character ·of 
the subject, and doing it in terms of their own definite 
style. In each there is a genuine motivating respect for 
the artist's sitter which adds a quality to the finished 
work. The fact that these are drawings rather than 
paintings also adds a fresh, free appearance often suf-
focated under layers of paint. 
Factors influencing breast sagging include genetic 
predisposition, age, size of the breast weight,'and the 
number of pregnancies the woman has had. The bra-
less renaissance had its beginnings in an attempt by the 
women's lib movement to de-emphasize the breast as 
a sex symbol. I suspect that the original plan backfired. 
As for "medical proof' I can onf y offer my personal 
observations based on watching coeds tun for classes: 
A lot of atrractive women are wearing their breasts out 
in an awful hurry. 
TERMPAPERS 
For Research And Reference Only 
TERMP APERS UNLIMITED 
, OF MAINE 
P.O. BOX 243 BANGOR, ME. 989-5540 
The result of bringing these various pieces together 
in a single show makes the viewer .aware of the elements 
involved in good drawing, and if, for example, Renoir's 
portrait of Cezanne falls artistically short of "Le Moulin 
de la Galette," we must realize that these were not meant 
to be compared to the masters' other work, but that this 
does not mean that each is not a serious and valuable 
aspect of that artist. 
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price of the double album; it was three days before 
I played anything else on the album. 
This is the best album the Allman Brothers have 
done. And that should say a lot. 
Brian L. Kendrick 
DUANE ALLMAN 
The Marxes 
To.night in Bailey Auditorium Room Service starring 
Groucho, Zeppo, Chico, and Harpo Marx will be shown. 
Although Room Service was originally a Broadway play, 
it seems to ·have been written expressley for the comedy 
of the Marx Brothers. Groucho plays a producer, who, 
with the help of his friends, is trying to put on a Broad-
way show. The Marx Brothers and twenty-two mem-
bers of the cast are living in a hotel without paying rent ; 
but, since they do not have a backer, they cannot pay 
the hotel bills and the manager wants them thrown out; 
but in order to find a backer, they must remain at the 
hotel. 
A series of incredible situations foUow involving the 
arrival of the play's young author, a fake suicide attempt, 
and a great deal of slapstick. 
Room Service will be shown once tonight starting 
at 7: 30, the admission price is 50 cents. 
The International Film Series is showing The Music 
Room on Thursday night. This film was made in India 
by Satyajit Ray and was the first at Ray's sympathetic 
examinations of vanishing ways of life. The story con-
cerns a landowner addicted to sumptuous festivity; he 
uses up his fortune, leaving himself with only a small 
amount of money and a huge palaoe. The Music Room 
also begins at 7:30 in Bailey Auditorium. 
Friday night at the Portland campus The Family Way, 
a movie dealing with the older generations effect on a 
young married couple will be screened. The script is by 
Bill Naughten (he wrote Alfie) with the music by Paul 
McCartney . There will be two showings of The Family 
Way at 7:30 and 9:30 in Luther Bonny Auditorium, ad-
mission is 50 cents. 
Next week's Monday night movie will be Lost ·Hori-
zon, based on the novel by Ja~es Hilton. 
Scholarship 
The National Association of Broadcasters has a special 
scholarship of $1.250 each year for a student who is an 
employee or has been employed by a National Associa-
tion for Broadcasters member radio or TV station or 
network or is a child of an employee 'of a NAB member 
ration or TV station or n~twork. · 
Jerry Sullivan in the Financial Aid office has more 
details about this scholarship which is still available. 
a 
Editorials 
Tricky Dick and Junk 
Richard Nixon has .said that while he is in office marijuana will never.be legalized. His narrow 
vision is every day claiming more lives in the street. This need not be. 
Immediately after taking office he instituted Operation Intercept, a program that called for the 
interception of illegal drugs at the Mexican Border. The only drug that comes into this country a-
cross the Rio Grande is marijuana brought in mostly smal lots--100 to 200 pound lots brought in 
by capitalistic individuals. Dangerous drugs-Herion; LSD, Methredine, and opium-are imported 
by organized criminals in a manner so sophisticated as to outwit detection by customs officials. 
Thus did it happen that 1969 became known as Pill Summer. 
Freaks found that they had a lot more trouble , scoring pot that summer but pills, including acid 
and speed, were quite easily copped. Only the best connections could get grass and it usually was 
inferior stuff, often laced with junk and/or hallucinogens. It certainly did get you stoned but it 
~elped turn Amerika to more different kinds of highs. Potheads who were afraid of strong dope 
in the past found that getting screwed was the whole trip. "If I'm gonna get stoned I'm gonna get 
stoned on what I can get.. ." And what they could get wasjunk ... Smack, skagg, And whatever else 
you want to call heroin. 
So now we can point the finger at you, Richard Nixon. We feel at best you acted irresponsibly, 
irrationally, and foolishly when you attempted to force your morality on us. But even worse, there 
are many of us who feel you acted in the league of organized crime and with business men who pro-
fit from the illicit drug trade. (And there are straight business men who profit from this!) No A-
meril:an city has escaped the widening wave of smack addiction. 
Legalize Pot...and do it now. We will not be so prone to view all drugs in a common light when 
we can smoke legally and not go through illegal channels to score. Nor will pot smokers be so ex-
posed to the wonderland of the heavy illegal drugs. 
---Just get off our Pot. 
Letters 
Good Christian Life 
Dear Editor, 
I am prompted to write in reply to a letter by David 
Lewis printed in your October 26 issue. The letter com 
mented on two Christian witnesses who approached 
David Lewis and his friend one day to speak with him 
about Christ. 
By living on this campus it is easy to see that being 
a Christian is in no way a mark of the "Joe College" 
image. Hence, the Christianity that people think they 
recall from Sunday school years is really quite distorted, 
and ignorance of the Christian truth is widespread. So 
I would like to reveal to you what Christ has revealed 
to me through prayer , Bible reading, and Christian fel-
lowship . • 
He is very much alive (realistically not symbolically) 
despite out attempts to ignore him. Science majors 
know that everything you do in a controlled lab experi-
ment must be accounted for if the experiment is to be 
accepted as a proof. There is no differe~c.e in our'lives. 
We are not going to be allowed into God's kingdom , 
which is perfect, if we are imperfect. Our lives will thus 
be accounted for. Neigher will we experience any true 
happiness here on earth if we have nothing but a path 
ofunrightousness behind us. So the only answer is to 
seek that which is perfect - the perfect system for our 
lives. Take a look at man's history and you will obvious-
ly see that amid all his wars, destruction of his environ-
ment, corruption and general strife , he hasn't got the 
answers to a perfect system. The answers some from 
God - we must seek Him. So how do we who are im-
-,-&ct seek that whi~h is perfectio 
perfect seek that which is perfect? There is where Christ 
enters. We are destined to die, but Christ, who is God, · 
died for us . By accepting Him we are made perfect and 
put in communication with God. 
If my letter arouses you i~ anger, humor , question 
or other reaction, I wish you would do something 
about it. Speak to me - Tower B, Room 501, come 
to an Intervarsity meeting - Wed. 7:00 p.m. at Hastings 
Formal or try the Lord, Himself, who is available at all 
times. 
The Lord will not part the clouds and shine a heaven-
ly multitude down upon you, Dave or anyone else. He 
has done enough for you already. It is your tum to 
move. 
In Christ's love, 
John Thorpe 
Surprised Team 
' Dear Editor, 
The Cross-Country team wishes to thank the Observer 
for its interesting article on our team. We were surprized 
to find that the reason ·we do not win is that our moral 
is low and we are not trying'hard enough. We wish to 
J~ 
by Rick Mitz 
..... Christina exits the Home Ee building and makes 
her way across campus, a beaded Oriental Rug purse un, 
der one arm, Arid Extra Dry (unscented) under her other 
arm. She is jogging across campus in casual chocolate 
criss-cross wide-strapped Joseph Morgan shoes ($22), 
donning a baby-blue body romper complete with thigh 
-high socks (sizes 5 to 13, $65, by Innovations for Young 
Dimensions), her innovative young dimensions held to-
gether by an $8.95t Maidenform bra ("The Lingerie You 
Can't Take Your Eyes Off Of," her golden-glossed lips 
seem to murmur.) And, to top them all off, a super-
sweater with a dainty American flag ..... 
... .. Brian walks across campus, books under one arm, 
Christina under the other. He is wearing the classiest 
in classic collegiate creations: a brown corduroy knicker 
suit with giant snaps and zippers (Mighty Mac, $100). 
Underneath is a Givenchy (so who else?) turtle neck. 
And a Stanley Blacker buck~kin suede shirt-jacket ("Far 
right," the caption tells us) with envelope epaulettes 
and pockets. A regular steal (did he or didn't he?) at 
$85 .... . 
These are just a few of the items that the clothing 
industry -- by way of faddist fashion magazines -- has 
told us and our mothers that we'll be wearing back-to-
school this year. No, this Season. But is this the college 
campus clothing scene? The answer is simple : look in 
a mirror. What are you wearing? All of the above? Some 
of the above? None of the above? 
According to an editor of a leading fashion journal 
who prefers to remain -nameless, " I really don't know 
what students wear on campus. The Back-To-College 
campaign is really just an advertising tradition. I sup-
pose they'Je wearing the maxi-look and the Army-Navy-
look -- high styled -- and suede jeans .... well , I suppose 
they 're wearing just what the magazines say they're 
wearing. Aren 't they?" · 
Not necessarily. 
A superficial glance at some student att}re disproves 
the image that all students are donning designer creations. 
Botl,i men and women wear denim pants (these must be 
frayed, sometimes with embroidered cuffs and patches, 
and must be washed at·least seven times before ready 
to wear). They wear blue jean jackets (some process 
for washing and wearing), raggedy bleached blue work 
shirts worn in winter over old black undershirts. And 
a pair of aged, scruffy Wellingtons. 
But there are exceptions. The freshman coed's mot-
her is prime paying prey for the multitude of magazines' 
misleading back-to-school-you-fool campaigns. · 
At Arizona State University in Tempe, a coed said, 
"It's like out of the pages of a magazine. And I don't 
mean Field and Stream. Everyone's so Clean. Every-
one's so Coordinated. It's the kind of place where 
you wouldn't dare walk out of your dorm room into 
the hallways wearing a bathrobe." 
· · On many campuses it's no longer fashionable to be 
fashionable . Designer clotheil -- wide ties; cartridge belts, 
hot and cold pants, et al -- are out arld Costumes are in. 
A Costume is more individual and represents an idea, 
a comcept, rather than a covering. Farmer jeans with 
criss-cross straps, flag shirts, psychedelic jockey shorts 
and home-made, home-grown, tie-dyed shirts reeking 
of that organic look are all Costumes. As students heve 
become more individualistic, many have tired of attire 
and have searched -- from their granny's attic to the 
Goodwill basement -- for clothing that is individual, 
basic and back-to-earth. 
In a recent article in Gentlemen's Quarterly, a UCLA 
professor professed that on his campus, "Fashing is no 
big deal. It's already been liberated so the kids are free 
to look the way they want to look. And it looks like 
the fashion revolution is over." 
But on the next six pages of tlrnt male fashion maga-
zine , 32 college-aged men are pictured wearing the an-
tithesis of the preceding article -- zappy zipper sweaters, 
argyle pants, coordinating caps and scarves, Kicker knick-
ers and red, white and blue everything at prices well be-
yond most student' budgets. 
More than ever before, the student unifonn has be-
come more indiridualistic as a wear-your-own-thing at-
titude preveils on campuses. And yet the fashion maga-
zines insist that students are wearing $75 suede pants, 
calling them "britches," rather than counter-culture 
cast-off rags. ' 
If college students are indeed going from rags to 
britches as the Experts predict, then the fashion maga-
zines obviously have been washed in soft suds dri.r.> 
dried and hung up. ' L 
' 
' i 
point out that this year UMPG is running against many 
of the top teams in New England. This has been espec-
ially hard since we lost a good percentage of the team 
before we had finished half the season. This put more 
pressure on the remaining runners who are all trying to 
make up for these losses. 
To set the record straight, only one meet with Boston 
was cancelled and not by us, but by Boston. We went 
to Boston last Saturday and despite the fact that our 
former number one runner did not go, we proved we 
can hold our own, with much yigger colleges. Cross-
Country is a sport that demands the most out of every 
individual every race. . . In no other sport does the · 
entire team work twice as hard in practice as in the game. 
It is our hppe that in the future The Observer will 
attempt to get their facts straight . Cross-Country is a 
sport the public knows very little about so we expect 
the Observer to provide them with the truth and not 
unfounded rumor. · 
Thank You, 
The Cross-Country Team 
Lewiston and Rosen 
Dear Editor, 
This past Friday afternoon, an estemated 300 students 
and faculty attended a poetry reading by John Logan at 
the Portland campus. I would iike to take this oppdr-
tunity to congratulate Professors Lewisohn and Rosen 
for their excellent rapport with the students in the pre-
paration and presentation of this poetry reading. Their 
cooperation with the students undoubtedly resulted in 
the unusually large and receptive turnout--particularly 
on a Friday afternoon, when the majority of students 
usually are more concerned with the upcoming week-
end than with cultural events. All in all, James Lewi-
sohn and Ken Rosen, and the students and faculty 
who aided them in this poetry reading deserve the high-
est commendation and thanks from the UMPG community 
for providing the sense of unity that is so much needed 
here. It is a pity that such human and understanding 
men must be a minority at UMPG--perhaps the goals 
of the merger would be further along were people 
such as this group of students and faculty the "leaders" 
in this complex instead of some of the· two-faced and 
infanti:tl individuals who proclaim their t'causes" to be 
the true ones, and who go merrily along hinting of their 
own omnipotance and diety at the price of the rest of . 




I would like to express my appreciation to the Gor-
ham boarding community for the many suggestions of-
fered recently concerning the. improvement of your din-
ing service. I wou~d also like to take this opportunity 
to express my apologies to those of you who have ex-
pressed discontent with certain service fail.ings for which 
we of the dining service have been responsible. The man-
agement and staff thoroughly recognize that were it not 
for you,. our presence here on campus would be unneces-
sary. 
We are listening, and have every intention of respond-
ing to any practical requests. Our responses, however, 
must be tempered by the current fiscal operating budget 
because together with our service commitment to you, 
we have also been entrusted with an economic respon-
sibility to the University community at large. 
At this writing, several new service ideas are being 
considered. They will not be describe_d here since it is 
my feeling that these ideas will be better received if they 
come as a suprise. Because the dining service department 
is a com.pl ex piece of human machinery, immediate sa-
tisfaction o( a valid suggestion is not always possible . -
A developmental period of time is often required to 
transform an idea into a reality, so-please be patient 
with us. 
Because a food service operation is largely dependent 
on human resou rces, subject to human failings as your-
selves, service errors may occur from time to time . We 
will endeavor to keep the incidence of error in check, 
bu t we cannot guarentee perfection. 
Typically, and of economic necessity, a college board-
ing environment is a communal one. Any communal 
living situation requires of its participants a certain de-
gree of cooperation and responsible behavior. I hope 
that the following will appeal to your maturity and sense 
of fair play. 
Did You Know: 
-that you slow down line service when you dilly-
dally at the hot food counter? 
-that you contribute to the sloppy appearance of 
the hot food tables when you carelessly dribble vege-
tables, sauees, etc. -while serving yourselves? 
-that you are responsible for the sloppy appearance 
of the dining hall when you carelessly or deliberately 
soil the tables, and drop things onto the carpeting? 
-that cigarette butt ashes are not effectively removed 
from china or glassware by today's most sophisticated 
mechanical equipment? 
-that when you abuse the "seconds policy" during 
rush periods by over-selecting, you display a lack of 
courtesy for your fellow boarder because he will have 
to wait longer for his "fittts" (ex. BLT's)? 
-that the meal ticket checking system was designed 
to protect your dining service dollar against those who 
would if not so encumbered, steal from you? 
-that you are responsible for inflating the cost of 
your food plan each year by~ transfering your ticket 
to an unauthorized friend; sneaking food out of the 
Dining Center; wasting food and beverages; stealing 
china and silverware; failing to buss your tray and that 
two and two still equals four? 
- that the calibre of your dining service program is 
largely dependent upon your ability to pay? 
-that the cost to you for the "meal plap." is a mere 
$1.55 per day ,._ 
- that because we have been entrusted with the fund-
ing of more than I 000 people, we are not able to com-
pete with "Mother's Cooking"? 
- that the quality of the food products, purchased by 
your dining service is always grade "A"? 
-that many of you have never read the "Residence 
Hall Guide" which, in part, is a product of my concern 
for your plan? 
- that some of you have recently frustr-ated our sin-
cere request for feed-back by your irresponsible treat-' 
ment of the "food preference survey"? 
- that in spite of these insurmountable odds, we will 
keep trying? 
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in drafting and apporving the statement, a precise 
clarification was, unfortunately, overlooked. 
We said that the Faculty is concerned that the Ad-
ministration recognize, among other things, "That stu- · 
dents participate in such decisions in the manner and 
to the extent that the faculty recognizes to be advan-
tageous to the institutions." 
In my view, this statement was not meant to be 
patronizing to students, Rather, it is meant to recog-
nize that here as well as elsewhere, Faculty sharing of 
its policy-making responsibilities with students (both 
"manner" and "extent") is properly accomplished not 
by Administration fiat over the Faculty's strong ob-
jection , as it was last year, but by the Faculty yield-
ing part of its recognized re~ponsibilities to students 
willing and able to assume them. 
Both the Portland and Gorham Faculties had gone 
far in sharing these responsibilities with students before 
last year. And many of those who opposed the 'Pet-
ruccelli document were prepared to go much further. 
Had it not been for the conjunction of a small clique 
of students apparently more bent on the appearance 
of equality with faculty that the exercise of gover-
nance responsibility and a governance theory that 
would reduce the faculty's role to a minor , advisory 
one in University-level affairs, the Faculty would have 
consented to a governance structure in which students 
had a real and significant part in policy-making decis-
ions. And both students and administrators would 
have readily approved that structure. 
Instead, the Faculty's role was reduced to an ad-
visory and minority one in University-level decision-
making, disaffecting faculty and creating division be-
tween the Faculty and part of the student body. 
But only the Faculty can be the center of a univer-
sity, and a University without a committed Faculty is 
in real trouble. Only a few, it would appear, still fail 
to understand that those adjustments to the governance 
structure necessary to gain strong Faculty support .must 
be made. 
In asking that its role in making these adjustments 
be, at last , recognized, the Faculty is, l am confident, 
not seeking a way to frustrate legitimate student as-
pirations to share in governance or to reduce the Ad-
ministration's traJitional role in governance. It me~ ly 
wants to secure its role so that faculty can teach, study, 
and write rather than engage in a continuous caucus 
in the effort to avert interference with the exercise of 
those responsibilities. It wants no more, and, in the 
view of many of us, it can accept no less. 
Sincerely, 
William Slavick 
The tone of the clause in the Faculty Affairs recom-
mendations on establishing a Governance Review Com-
mittee and ratification procedute bothered the draft-
ing committee, but in the inordinate haste required 
'-. ,, 
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Sorority Explains Presence Phi Mu 
On January 5, 1968, Sigma Chi Omega became the 
Epsilon Rho pledge chapter of Alpha Xi Delta, a national 
fraternal organization founded in 1893. On September 
28, 1968, Epsilon Rho was installed by the National 
Fraternity of Alpha Xi Delta in ceremonies held on the 
Gorham campus. Alpha Xi Delta is among the top na-
tional women's fraternities in size, with 123 chapters 
in 35 states, 166 alumni chapters, and over 57,000 mem-
bers. 
Our colors are dark and lightJ:>lue and gold. The 
flower is the Pink Kilarney rose. Our official emblem 
is a gold Quill bearing the Greek letters, raised and bur-
nished. · 
Epsilon Rho has been very active on the Gorham 
campus.socially, sponsoring dances, the Miss Gorham 
Pagent, displaying large Christmas greeting cards on cam-
pus, Christmas caroling and co-sponsoring social acti-
vities with fraternities on campus. As service projects, 
the sisters have become volunteer workers for several 
organizations, contributed donations for campus needs 
and national funds, and have sponsored a Christmas 
party for orphans. 
Members are chosen for their scholastic and leader-
ship potential and their willingness to serve the college 
and community. 
Alpha Xi Delta is trying to help each girl to find and 
develop her most outstanding qualities. This we feel 
we incorporate in our National Philanthropy which deals 
with work of juvenile deliquency. We encourage our 
girls to become active in thought and deed with this 
program which serves as a strong base for our National 
Fraternity. We want our girls to be individual thinkers 
and at the same time to develop an understanding of why 
others think and act the way they do, and to be willing 
to listen and to consider thoughtfully the wishes and 
opinions of others. 
Cost of membership in Alpha Xi Delta includes: 
National Pledge Fee $7.50 
National Initiation Fee $50.00 
(includes Nat'! Init. fee, life subscription to The Quill, 
life Alumni _dues) 
Local Initiation Fee $5.00 
Plain Badge $7 .25 +tax 
ISC (lntersorority Council) Formal _Tea 
Hastings Formal Monday, Nov. 8th - 8 p.m. 
Upperclassmen & Freshmen - bring 3 photos if 
possible. 
OZX· 
On October 16 Omega Zeta Chi along with Tau Kappa 
Epsilon sponsored its first campus activity. An Open 
Party was held at Scarborough Legion and a good time 
was had by all. 
Sunday afternoon the sisters ahd a wonderful time 
helping Delta Chi with its annual Holloween Party for 
the children of Gorham. 
We are looking forward to Rush and would like to 
invite ALL non-greek women-freshmen and upperclass-
men - to attend the Tea on Nov. 8, 8:00 p.m. in Hast-
ings Formal Lounge. Find out about,Creek Life!! 
The Sorority will be participating in Greek Weekend 
and hopes to see Sister Ellie Sands crowned as Greek 
Goddess. We hope·to see all students there . 
New officers for this year are Betsy Perrow as Chap-
lin, Joan Healey as Pledge Trainer, and Kathy Mitchell 
as Treasurer. 
Best wishes to to Sister Betsy Perro·..v on her engage-
ment. 
gort 
Gort ... remember 
when,years ago,you 
made a tatoo ~r 
me?r 
Yes ... a design 
representing mg 
undying love Por 
my ·1ost Mother! 
"Who's the freak in the towel?'" 
TKE 
Lambda-Delta chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon frater-
nity has had a busy fall. The focus of out activity has 
been on .·completion of the Teke house on School St .. 
in Gorham. The Gorham chapter was host to a Teke 
Northeast Leadership Conference at the end of Septem-
ber. Our annual Moorilight Casco Bay Crlrise was a . 
success as was the open campus party in Scarborough. 
Bill Cochran, the national president of Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon, visited the chapter in October and was very pleased 
with our progre;;s on the house. Our annual Christmas 
Party co-sponsored with Alpha Xi Delta sorority will 
take place in December for the Head Start children of 
Windham and Gorham. Eleven men have pledged this 
semester: Tom Birmingham, Jim Brewster, Bob Fay le, 
Dan Gifford, Greg Herbert, Dick Marlowe, Gary McMul-
len, Phil Page, Kim Rees, Pete Sanderson, Mike Walley. 
Glad frater Dan Stearns is back from the hospital -- hope 
he stays healthy: Tekes are tied for first place in intra-
mural soccer in the fraternity standings -- and are un-
defeated in football. Greig "Dog" Parr is running for 
Greek God--Dog spells God backwards! 
The following is the fraternity list: 
(Pinned): 
Dave Small fo Andi Leveque 
Al Caler to Sue Jewell · 
Bob Gilman to Mary Bruce 
(engaged): 
Steve Henry to Jan Ranta 
Arthur Gary to Dawn Poole 
Dan Mancine to Sue Ouelette 
(married): 
Ansel Stevens to Gloria' Warren 
John Chabot to Eileen Moreau 
Puzzle-of-the-week: How does a 1951 tank, report-
edly one spat upon by Gen. MacArthur, and a misplaced 
snoot connect frater Fred Conti with this week's Troll??! 
Phi Mu is the newest national sorority on the UMPG 
campus. In 1968, the sisters of the local sorority Zeta 
Chi Epsilon J?ecame interested in joining a national 
sorority. After considering several sororities the sisters 
chose Phi Mu, the second oldest sorority in the United 
States. Phi Mu accepted Zeta Chi's petition to organize 
a colony on Gorham's campus. Zeta Chi is now Beta 
Psi colony of Phi Mu. 
The colors of Phi Mu are rose and white. The flower 
is the rose carnation. The badge is a shield of gold over-
laid with a black shield bearing two bands, three stars, 
and a hand clasping a heart and Greek letters. 
Beta Psi has been active on the campus since its es-
tablishment sponsoring a toy cart for a local children's 
hosp-ital, a bridal fashion show, and selling candy bars 
to hungry students. The Mr. PoGo U, Pagent has be-
come their annual project. As part of their national 
philanthropy, they sponsor a Hope Week to raise money 
for the hospital ship Hope. The sorority also participates 
in campus activities like campus clean-up and Winter 
Carnival. 
The sisters of Phi Mu would like to thank everyone 
who made contributions to the hospital ship U.S.S. 
Hope during our recent Hope \'leek. The amount of 
$70.00 was collected for our cause. 
Also, all freshmen and upper-class women are cord-
ially invited to the Intersorority Tea to be held in Hast-
ings Formal on Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. This is for all women 
interested in rushing. This is the only formal rush to 
be held this year, so don't wait - come see what you are 
missing! Phi Mu's National Membership Director, Mrs. 
Ann Byrd, will be on campus during rush. Also, there 
will be a "rush guide·" in each of the women 's dormi-
tories to answer questions anyone may have about rush 
or Greek life in general. We hope to see you there! 
Who's in the 'Dog' house or What's in the Trask 
can? Could it be a God and Goddess? Maybe ... 
No, no! I want another 
tatoo ... just like ttie 
Pirst, but the other 
shoulder should say, · 
'WfFE: rm getting married! · 
Oedipus, 





.that is safe, 
legal& · · 
• · ' . 1nexpens1ve 
money. 
can be set up on an 
outpatient basis by calling 
The Problem Pregnancy 
Educatio_nal Service, Inc. 
215-722-5360 
24 hours-7 d;iys · 
for professional, oonfidential 
aod caring help. 
PRC Snafu Has Been Resolved 
By New Election 
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The Faculty Procedural Review election snafu was 
resolved last W\')ek with a new electi<iln and the commit-
tee met for the first time Thursday. Law Professor 
William Julavits was elected chairman and Peter Gora-
nitis secretary. 
The new election returned three of the previous win-
ners - Yves Dalvet , French; Lincoln Fish, Mathematics; 




FACULTY VOICE Advisory Committee: Michael 
Selkin, William Slavick, and Theodore Sottery. Un-
signed opinions do not necessarily represent the views 
of more than one member of the .committee. 
LA College Sets Up 
Assemblv 
The Liberal Arts College established an Arts College 
Assembly and a Curriculum Review Committee last 
Tuesday and made alterations in dean search proced-
ures requested by President Calisti. i · 
The Assembly plan, largely drawn by English Prof. 
William Slavick. calls for a representative/assembly of 
30 faculty aha 15 -students. Students are elected ,one 
----=-fr,;.:;;o=m each department, either by the majors or, in de-
partments without majors, by students in courses taught 
by those departments. Student assemblymen from de-
partments with majors are charged with determining 
how other student assemblymen are elected. Each de-
partment gets one faculty representative, those with 8-
12 faculty get two, 13-17three, and 18 or over four . 
The remainder of the faculty, probably four th.is year, 
will be elected at large. 
The Assembly is a forum to discuss College concerns. 
It can make recommendations . . The Assembly plan grants 
all liberal Arts faculty and students floor privileges and . 
provides for a faculty or student referendum upon peti-
tion. 
The Curriculum Review Committee was proposed by 
History Prof. Anne Young. It will review the CoU.~ge 
. curricluum and B.A. degree program; make recommen-
dations on curriculum changes, which orginate in de-
partments,_ to the dean; and make recommendations con-
cerning curriculum orginating outside the College. 
Membership includes one faculty member from each 
department and two students from each of tfie four 
present core requirement areas. Students will be chosen 
by the sttident delegation to the College Assembly. 
The search procedure changes allowed for more than 
one nominee to go to the Administration and simplified _ 
consultation with the Administration regarding procedures 
The meeting ended in a flurry of strong feeling fol-
lowing Mr. Slavick's proposal of a resolution that would 
have the effect of binding the dean search committee to 
the College's procedures during the period before the 
Procedural Review Committee approved them. 
Sociology Prof. Henry Monnsen, _a member of the 
Cohunittee, expressed concern that the committee's 
good fai.th was being challenged. 
, Mr. Slavick explained that at least one search commit-
tee member had contended that the committee was not 
bound by the procedures until the PRC had acted. Po-
nucal Science Prof. James Roberts, search chairman, 
then indicated that he, too, .held that position and 
questioned whether such a resolution would have any 
force . 
When the handful remaining at the meeting pressed 
for a vote on the resolution, Mr. Roberts called a quorum. 
The meeting ended with a protest, in a very strong 
Southern drawl: "Talk aboui good faith." 
Slavick, English; with James Whitten, Education. 
The previous election had seen three Liberal Arts 
candidate~ elected contrary to a governance .provision. 
Because the provision had not been clear to voters and 
jurisdiction to resolve the question of who would be 
replaced by whom, a new election was called .. 
At this point, Mr. Slavick wrote all faculty, urging 
those who had voted for him to write in Mr. Whitten's 
name rather than vote again for him. Mr. Whitten de-
feat~d Law Professor David Halperin, 68-67. Mr. Slavick 
finished next, with 44·votes. 
The committee voted $400 compensation for its 
chairman and $200 for its secretary. 
Action on procedures before the committee was 
postponed until next Tuesday to allow members to study 
the procedures. 
Two Short Viking Cheers· 
But On The -Other Hand 
Mike Selkin 
My name gets lister every week as one of the Advisory 
Committee of the Fa'-;lltY Voice here in the Observer; 
on the other hand, the Viking has not been exactly friend-
ly to me of late. But today I'd like to give two short 
cheers for things the Viking has said recently, and then 
disagree with some things that appeared here in the 
Faculty Voice last week. 
First, I like the Viking's position on grading. Two 
grades, "complete" and "incomplete", the latter able 
to be changed at any time in a student's career)here, 
would suit me, too, fine. 
I also mourn with the Viking the loss of Mrs. Larsen 
from the registrar's office; people told me, last year, _ 
that she was the best administrator at UMPG and after 
working with her a few times I couldn't disagree. It is 
a great shame that people like her-efficient, courteous, 
helpful, intelligent, hard-working-feelthey have to 
leave UMPG; and her loss and some other trends make 
me, like the Viking, suspicious about the direction of 
this university. It would be a tremendous loss to UMPG 
and to Maine, as well as to many young people of this 
region , if the opportunity for a full-scale, high-quality 
college education were lost to those local young poople 
too poor to live at Gorham and too busy earning a liv-
ing to commute there. Many Portland-campus-based 
students work long hours, even hold full-time jobs, to 
support themselves while they study; to move every-
thing but a few vocational training programs out to Gor-
ham would be a vicious class discrimination. It would 
be telling the rich kid to live at Gorham and get a decent 
and leisured education, the middle-class kid to ride the 
bus and get a decent if harried education, and the poor 
kid either to get no education at all, or to settle for a 
low-level vocationa\-training program at Po.rtland. There 
are poor, bright kids in this area who have the brains to 
be doctors, lawyers, scientists, and professors; it wou!a 
be a crime to offer them nothing better than, say a two-
year program leading to a job as third assistant to their 
local banker-and at the same time to let the banker's 
son be a lawyer because he had the money to go out to 
Gorham. Yet sometimes- as when I heard Mrs. Larsen 
had left-I get a sinking feeling that that's the way UMPG 
is going . 
, On the other hand, I disagree with the Viking that 
UMPG should be like a factory-not that the Viking is 
to blame for the idea; they've picked it up from society 
at large, an_d especially from administrato'rs, and could 
hardly have been expected to avoid it-but I wouldn't 
like to think of the University as a hospital, with students 
as patients, as Prof. Slavick hinted here last week. (May-
be I've read too much Ken Kesey, but I'm not doing 
any semicolon transplants this year.) In plain words, 
my opposition to things like the Governance Document 
does NOT come from any notion of students being ne-
Featur~s pizzas and !talian sandwiches 
;:ree Delivery between 9 and 11 p.m. 
with minimum order of $5.00 
Open noon to 1 a.m. seven days a week 
, ' 
tel. 839-6062 
cessarily inferior to faculty members. Some students 
are brighter than many faculty members; many students 
are brighter than some faculty members; so what? The 
problem is not ability, but commitment to and stake in 
the University-both UMPG in particular, and the Ameri-
can University as an institution in general. A student 
is here four years- maybe, in special cases, five-and then 
leaves; a faculty member at least hopes, when he comes, 
to stay for life, and if he leaves he probably goes to anot-
her university much like this one. Let's take an extreme 
example; it would be to the advantage of every currently 
enrolled UMPG student if both campuses were sold and 
the cash di'lided among the students, so long as we could 
keep using the place through June·, 1975. But it would 
kill UMPG, seriously harm higher education in this area, 
and rob thousands of potential UMPG students-stu-
dents of 1976 and 1996 and beyond- of their oppor-
tunity to study hem. Students have a stake in some 
things about a university-curriculum is an obvious ex-
cu_Ium and should have a say in them. The ne:,v curri- . 
cul um of my department was put together by a commit-
tee with 50% student voting membership. Fine- but 
administrators overruled both faculty and student opin-
ion and changed if. Many changes were in the opposite 
direction from what students had requested . It wasn't 
the students - or the faculty - w)l.o were unqualified 
here. I'd !ike to see students have more control in cer-
tain areas-areas that affect their lives more strongly 
than anyone else's, and in which decisions do not bind 
the University over long periods of time. I'm told, for 
example, that Dr. Bigelow is a really fine man, and I 
have nothing against him, but I'd like to see a fairly 
chosen committee of students doing his job. 
To close on a lighter note, I also can't get as worked 
up as others seem to over the various actions and state-
ments of the Viking staff, even though I desagree with 
them. Perhaps this is because I was a student journalist 
myself once, and remember vividly and warmly the trans-
ports of high-spirited self-importance a press card and a 
few sticks of ei!tJt-point Bodoni Roman can send a young 
man into. Some of the things we did I still wouldn't 
want to get out. Besides, the Viking editors are students; 
if they're wanderi~in error, I, being a teacher, should 
not revile them but patientiy try, through dialogue and 
example, to lead them to a better understanding of 
things. (In fact, if you're listening, Mr. Beard, you are 
hereby invited to my house for an hour or two of dia-
logue, strictly off the record, but call first.) This is, 
after all, what I said when there was a student sit-in at 
the last college I taught at; even if they're wrong, don't 
punish them, teach them. But-as usual-the adminis-
tration didn't listen to me. A lot of students would 
have avoided going to jail if I had been listened to. 
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Tennis Team Fails· To 
Place at Colby 
UMPG was represented at the Maine Women's Inter-
collegiate Tennis Tournament held at Colby College 
October 22-23 by singles players Kathy Downing and 
Jan Saurman and the doubles team of Carla Tewksbury 
and Liz Kelley. 
Women Netters 
Sweeo Westbrook 
In the final match of the season, UMPG's women's 
tennis team took a clean sweep victory over Westbrook 
College (4-0) on the Gorham courts 
UMPG's No. 1 singles Kathy Downing and no. 2 Jan 
Saurman, each in two straight sets, defeated Sue Rey-
nolds (6-3, 6-4) and Ann Archer (6-4, 6-4). In doubles 
play, the team of Carla Tewksbury · and Liz Kelley de-
feated Westbrook's Kris Smith-Peterson and Sandi Bruso 
(6-2 , 6-3) in the no. 1 spot while Nancy Halleck and Dee 
Dee Palanza, again in straight sets , chalked up their win 
against Lyn Hendry and Elaine Fossett (6-4, 6-0). 
The team closed out the season with an overall record 
of 2 wins, 3 losses, and 1 tie. -
Intramural 
Team Standings 
SOCCER TENNIS TEAM 
POINTS 
. I. Grand Cosmos 70** 12 82 
2. Delta Chi 60* 20** · 80 
3. TKE "Trojans" 60 10 70 
4. Phi Mu Delta 
"Jets" 60 3 63 
S. · Phi Mu Delta 
"Patriots" 45 IS* 60 
6. ·uogs 40 11 SI 
7. Frosh "Heads" 45 45 
**Champions 
*Runners 
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Kathy who was seeded number two in the tourna-
ment was victorious in the first two rounds defeating 
Cris Messinger of St. Joseph's College (6-1, 6-0) and 
Mary Jane Hastray of Westbrook College (6-1, 6-0) but 
went on to a disappointing foss in the semi-final round 
to tournament runner-up Sydney Ives of Colby College 
(6-4; 6-2). 
Unseeded Jan Saurman went down to defeat in the 
first round losing to Linda Reynolds of UMPI (6-1, 7-5) 
in a close and well played match. 
Carla and Liz had little trouble defeating Kathy James 
and Leslie Brown of Nasson College (6-2, 6-0) in the 
first round but lo~t to Jackie Nienaber .and Nancy Mun-
gall of Colby College, number one seed and tournament 
winners., (6-2, 6-3). 
Carolyn Estes of Colby College, rated fourth in New 
England, was the singles tomnament winner for the se-




A more- experienced bowling team from Westbrook 
Colfoge defeated the UMPG bowling girls 1542-1500. 
High three strings for the day was by Linda Wengen 
of Westbrook with a 418. Her teammate Pat Shaugh-
nessy scored 405. 
Marie Beaulieu of UMPG was high scorer for a losing 
cause. She scored 380. ·Debbie Conroy of UMPG had 
the high single for the day with a 159. 
Congrats 
Congratulations to Tom Harvey of Delta Chi on win-
ning his first intramural tennis championship. Tom de-
feated Mark Deblois of Phi Mu Delta in the final. Tom 
defeated many fine players with some fine clutch shots 




Recently Grand Cosmos defeated Delta Chi 2-0 to 
cop the UMPG Intramural Soc~er Championship. Both 
teams had finished the regular season in second place in 
their respective leagues. 
In the playoffs Delta Chi upset heavily favored TKE 
"A" 4-3 in overtime while Grand Cosmos advanced with 
a 4-1 overtime win over Phi Mu Delta "Jets". Wayne 
Plummer and Kirk Damborg played great soccer for 
TKE in a losing effort. Dan Hupp (Mr. Dangerous) and 
Jeff Scott were 'also consistent performers for the Jets. 
For the past two years Grand Cosmos had lost in the 
finals to Phi Mu Delta by identical 1-0 scores. This year 
they were not to be denied as Lance Merrifield scored 
three goals pacing the Cosmos' big victory over the 
orange and black. 
~aHhi . 
Delta Chi, a surprise finalist , pressed the Cosmos from 
beginning to end but could not hold the leagues' best 
offense down. Delta Chi's chance dimmed after missing 
an early penalty kick. Tom Harvey and Dan Sole played 
an important role in Delta Chi's revival. Larry Haag, Lance 
Merrifield, Lee Roy, and Kevin (Kai-Kai) Lecoyer were 
outstanding stalwarts 'for Grand Cosmos. . 
TKE, lets Look 
Tougn So Far 
The Intramural football !;eason swings into the final 
week of the regular season. Defending champion TKE 
and Phi Mu Delta "Jets" are again winning games quite 
easily. Both teams are unbeaten and it looks like either · 
team could win the intramural championship. 
Next week this rep9rter will give you the final result1, 
with a special look at the playoffs. 
NOTE: Intramural table tennis singles and intramural 
basketball will be Starting within the next two weeks. 
Cosmos Retains 
Bowling Perfection. 
Heading into the sixth and next to last week of the 
regular season, last year's champion, Grand Cosmos, 
holds an eight point bulge over their nearest competi-
tors the Hogs. Grand Cosmos has had five perfect weeks 
'and now has a 40-0 record while the Hogs (beaten only ., ,· 
by t\e Cosmos) are 32-8. The faculty is a close third 
with a 30-10 record. , 
Although Grand Cosmos has set a good pace, the 
Hogs and the Faculty hold most of the individual 
and team records. The Hogs bowled a 1496 team 
total score last week (99.7 per man average) to shatter 
the previous record. The Faculty's Dr. Emerson and 
TKE's Ray McDonald hold most of the individual high 
scores and are currently 1 and 2 in the individual stand-
ings. Ron Hersom of the Hogs and Rick Simonds of 
Delta Chi are third and fourth respectively. 
This week two key contests will take place·. Improv-
ing TKE will take on the Hogs while Grand Cosmos 
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